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2020 has been a unique year for every business and everyone. It has caused many companies to reassess the way they
do work (on site Vs. at home). The term essential worker and essential work has become a common vernacular. Due to
decreased staffing or the need to reduce on-site staff, many research organizations are assessing or re-evaluating the
need and implementation of automation for their lab processes. Whether you perform high throughput COVID-19 testing
or you are performing some other type of genomic testing, significant time can be saved by improving throughput or
freeing lab staff time to perform more complex or intellectual tasks.
This article highlights some similarities and differences between walk-away (unattended) and throughout (speed) for
integrated laboratory automation (systems requiring robotic arms, plate storage, advanced scheduling software and
other peripheral lab instrumentation).
Working to design and implement an automated system that offer both walk-away and high throughput is possible, but
there are often tradeoffs. These two requirements are typically in contrast to each other, and in most situations you will
achieve the greatest process improvement focusing on just one of these variables.

Walk-Away (Unattended)
A system solution for walk-away automation, (also commonly
referred to as unattended mode) can vary by each lab’s
requirements and process. These systems typically have multiple
process steps (liquid dispensing, liquid transfers, incubations,
data detection, etc.) and a variety of peripheral devices (hotels,
plate stacks, liquid handers, dispensers, incubators, and detection
devices, etc.). The focus of an unattended
automation system is to free up staff so that no
one is required to monitor the system process
while it is in operation; speed is usually not as
important. What may deviate from system
to system, is the amount of unattended time
needed. One lab’s objective may be to free
up time for an hour or two, while another may
require a system that will operate all day or
even overnight. How long a system can operate
often depends on a few key factors, how much
storage capacity (for plates, tips, reagents etc.)
is available and how functionally stable is the process. In other
words, if some reagents are not stable at an ambient temperature
for long periods of time, the walk-away expectations may need
to be lower or a solution to mitigate and improve reagent stability
may be needed.

To successfully design and implement a walk-away automated
system you will need robust hardware/instrumentation
(dispensers, liquid handlers, storage device(s) and other devices)
and an appropriate scheduling/control software that can handle
the complexity and potential errors that may occur during
operation.
Retisoft system designs take into account the
space constraints of the lab, the efficiency of the
system and the need for operator access to the
instruments. For smaller spaces, the designs take
advantage of the vertical space. For example,
plate storage instruments are placed under the
laboratory tables while small liquid handlers are
placed on shelves above other instruments. To
maximize system efficiency, Retisoft analyzes
the main scientific workflow that the system
will process. The instruments are positioned
accordingly on the laboratory tables to minimize
robotic movement between consecutive instrument moves.
System operators have easy access to the instruments for manual
use via turn tables and sliding shelves. Retisoft designs limit the
footprint without compromising efficiency or ease of use.

The focus
of an
unattended
automation
system is to
free up staff
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Throughput (Speed)
The focus for throughput should be on speed. How fast you
can process plates or produce data in a designated time frame.
Similar to a walkaway system, a high throughput design (or ultrahigh throughput), can vary by each laboratory’s requirement.
These systems will typically have fewer process steps and the
variety of instruments will be less, as the focus is to cycle as
many plates as possible. Long incubation process steps have no
place in a system designed for speed. In some laboratories, high
throughput means processing 10 – 30 sample or assay plates per
day. In other ultra-high throughput labs this can mean
processing 100 to over 1000 sample or assay plates
per day. In both scenarios it is important that your
automated system is intelligently designed, robust
and has the controlling/scheduling software that can
easily handle the proper integration and complexity
and error handling demands. In particular, ultra-high
throughput systems (500+ plates per day), robustness
of the instruments, robot and software need to be near
an industrial manufacturing level. Instrumentation and
robots are manufactured to cycle and operate between
specified failure rates. Daily operation of cycling
500 -1000 plates per day can cause some typical laboratory
instruments to fail sooner, as they were not designed for this
number of cycles per day/per year.

(probably less than 10). Adding a second liquid handler to the
integrated system could theoretically double the throughput.
Retisoft’s dynamic scheduler, Genera, has a Process Estimation
feature which allows the user to simulate a full process run to test
the timings and throughput.
On some integrated systems the rate limiter is the robotic arm.
The number of movements (get and put steps) the arm can
achieve has been reached. [Get/Put,
this is the time it takes for a robotic arm
to go grab(get) a plate (from a storage
device or instrument nest) to the time
it takes to set (put) in a new location/
nest.] There is often a misconception
around the topic of the robot arm being
a rate limiter. For example; Lab staff
may observe a robotic process that
take four hours to complete. During
the first and last hour of that process
the arm does not appear to be regularly
active. The end user assumes there is more time the robot could
be moving plates. But during hours 2 through 3 of this process
the arm is constantly busy and not capable of scheduling or
moving another plate. The system is at maximum throughput
and incapable of moving anymore plates. Maximum throughput
has been achieved. Your options at this point are to either add a
second robot arm, which may or may not improve throughput, or
build another duplicate system, which will double your throughput.

How fast can
you process
plates or
produce data
in a designated
timeframe?

Estimating or identifying the potential throughput of an integrated
automated system can be accomplished by identifying the
rate-limiting step or instrument in a system. Every process
has a rate limiting step. To achieve improved throughput, first
identify the rate limiter. This might be a robotic liquid hander, a
liquid dispenser, or a detection device like a RT-PCR instrument.
Once identified , adding a second or third, rate limiting device
will improve the throughput outcome. For example; take an
automated system where the rate limiter is a robotic liquid
handling step that takes 6 minutes for each plate to process.
The potential highest throughput for this system is 10 plates/hour
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Conclusion

If your major goal is to free up staff to do other tasks, focus on
a system with extended walkaway features. If your goal is to get
large amounts of data rapidly or you need to complete a process
tasks in as rapidly as possible, focus on building a fast, highthroughput system.

Tom is an automation expert with over 30 years consulting, managing and directing small and large teams
in the biotech research and clinical industries. The past twenty years have been focused on delivering novel
automated and custom engineered solutions to improve processes in Ag Biotech Research. Tom has led and
been a part of teams that have made lasting impressions on GMO testing science worldwide. He has automated
numerous scientific processes and engineered, implemented and supported many new and cutting-edge
technologies. Tom currently heads Contextual Automation, LLC, a laboratory automaton consulting service that
can help laboratories optimize science processes and expedite automation system solutions. Please contact Tom
if you would like more information on automating your lab processes or you need laboratory automation consulting.
Email: tom.lade@contextualautomation.com - website: www.contextualautomation.com
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